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It's A Wrench
by Mary Alice Kingsbury

How on earth could anyone get interested in wrenches?
That is often the first comment made by John Q. Public,
and especially by his female counterpart. However, the
skepticism begins to evaporate when the doubtful one
handles an intriguing adjustable wrench. As it responds
with its own unique action it invites the exploration of
other wrenches with a variety of movements. One is
amazed at how clever and ingenious the inventors of
wrenches became.
What is a wrench? It would be difficult to formulate
an all-inclusive definition of a wrench. In its simplest form
a wrench is a bar or lever with jaws ---Webster suggests
"angular orifice" ---or other means of grasping to exert a
twisting force (the more length, the greater the torque).
The object to be held and turned may be round, such as a
pipe or even a jar cover, or it may be square or hexagonal
as a nut or bolt. Wrenches having jaws with serrated edges
or teeth are used to turn pipes or even damaged nuts.
Often the teeth are slanted, usually on one jaw only
(occasionally in opposite directions on each jaw) to
increase the grip.
Doubtless there were wrenches long before there was
a U. S Patent Office. Leonardo Da Vinci was said to have
designed a wrench. In this country early wrenches were
crafted by blacksmiths for use with vehicles and other
mechanisms of the day. More skillfully made wrenches
were imported from England. The earliest U.S. wrench
patent (even before there were patent numbers) was
granted in 1830. By 1898 there had been 2235 wrench
patents granted as listed and pictured in Don Shockley's
WRENCHES AND PATENTS, Vols. 1 & 2 (just off the
press). By flipping through the pages one finds a
seemingly endless variety of shapes and movements
illustrated.

To the casual observer wrenches are of three major
types: open-end wrenches, socket wrenches and adjustable
wrenches. It was the socket wrench, along with the
hexagonal nut, that replaced the other two types so they
became collectibles.
Many wrench collectors (especially those who have
operated equipment, such as farm machinery and early
cars, with which specially shaped wrenches were furnished) prefer collecting open-end wrenches with their
special markings, such as cut-out lettering, and their
numerous profiles including S-shaped, double-ended, etc.
Sometimes the object for which the wrench was produced
(for instance, a hub cap from a Studebaker, Pierce-Arrow
or Star automobile) was collected to go with the hub cap
wrench they had acquired. Wrenches also came with
washing machines---there were some eight or nine
variations of Maytag wrenches furnished with the different
models---and with Planet Jr. cultivators, (both of these
have become favorites with wrench collectors) as well as
with other mechanism that needed assembling or
maintenance. Most of these were flat or offset at the end,
some open at one end and boxed (or closed) at the other.
Several of the museums we have visited in the Plains
States have mounted collections of numerous openendwrenches on display.
(continued on page 4)
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land that has been in his family since 1637, - the historic
and picturesque town of Port Republic, N.J. This rural
community, located on the Mullica River in southern New
Jersey, is where Gary's ancestors settled to cut down the
great Eastern White Cedars and build the sailing vessels
that were to become such an important part of our
country's beginnings. It is with this same wood, now from
second and third generation trees, that all of Gary's wooden
creations are made. Although this tree grows from Maine
to Florida, the rich soil and climate of southern New Jersey
produces some of the best cedar in the world for building
wooden boats.
Gary's grandfather, Alonzo, became an institution
for learning, and it was on his knee that Gary instinctively
learned the art of decoy making that was later to propel his
work all over the country.
Decoys are a popular collectible art form, and are
considered by many to be one of the only true forms of
American Folk Art. Gary's entire inventory from his first
public showing in 1961 was purchased by Fred and Ethel
Noyes, the proprietors of The Historic Towne of Smithville. Later that same day the Noyes made him an offer
that he couldn't refuse, and his hobby became his
profession and his profession as lineman-electrician
became his hobby.
Gary has always felt comfortable performing his
skills astride his workbench, called a schnitzelbunk, to
audiences at The HISTORIC TOWNE OF SMITHVILLE,
The OLD VILLAGE at Smithville, HISTORIC
WHEATON VILLAGE, THE NOYES MUSEUM, THE
SMITHSONIAN, and the MUSEUM OF AMERICAN
FOLK ART.
Some of Gary's more prominent collectors include
President Johnson, President Carter, President Nixon,
Ethel Merman, Zero Mostel, Jack Carter, Johnathan
Wmters, Jimmy Stewart, and many more. Gary is a noted
authority on decoys and has displayed his expertise as a
collector, author, museum curator, restorer, demonstrator,
lecturer and artist. He also has recently begun his third
term as Mayor of Port Republic.
Together with his talented wife Niki, they
coordinate artistic happenings at their home in Port
Republic, N.J.

PRESIDEN'l,'S
COl{NER
I hope you've all recovered from your cabin fever by
now. As I write this, the snow mounds are melting in the
February thaw, and are down below five feet in height.
They didn't keep you from making it to the February
meeting, for which the speaker thanks you. (Was it because
this was the only weekend without a snowstorm?) Nor did
they keep me away from the Hurchalla auction on the day
before. Here are some of the prices I saw realized there.
A nice John Veit shoot board and plane brought $600,
an autique workbench with tool cabinet $550. A fine
Mockridge and Francis complex molder found a new home
at $125, and several other wide complex planes went in the
same range. A rare mortising chisel axe with an unreadable signature was acquired for $300, a 4 ¾" Davis level
for $275. Stanley prices included a low angle #62 ($250),
an A6 with an aluminum handle ($150), a # 140 rabbet and
block($115), two #113 compass planes ($120 and $100),
two #112 scrapers ($115, $105), Bedrocks 608C ($150)
and 605C ($65), a Stanley/Gage #5GC (105), ten chisels
($250), and a ratchet brace #984 ($85). Among nonStanley metallics, a Fales Pat. combination plow, and a
Record #405 in original box, each brought $140.
I brought home a plane in poor shape but with a rare
maker's name, recently identified by Paul Weidenschilling
as an early N.J. maker. I won't scoop Paul by naming him:
see Paul's upcoming article in the June TOOLSHED.
With Spring imminent, tool auctions are blooming.
Several will be over by the time you read this: the PATINA
show and auction March 12-13, one in Lancaster county
(Horst auction center) March 19, and Tom Witte's show,
sale and auction in Indianapolis March 26 and 27. Dick
Crane's show and catalog auction in Nashua, NH will be
on April 22 and 23.
The E.A.I.A. meeting in Williamsburg promises to be
a good one. Hope to see you there.
Welcome to new members Bill Bigelow (Madison),
Doug Dusseau (Santa Rosa, CA), Scott Gutshall (Palmyra,
PA), Daniel and Patricia Ludwig (Glenside, PA), Martin
and Susan McDonald (Richboro, PA), Brian Murphy and
Cindy Stone (Hopewell), David and Marguerite Nowicki
(Glenside, PA), Roberta Rodimer (Newton), and Herman
and Margery Ward, (Belle Mead).

Moot Yow 'Doa8111s
The purpose of this column is NOT to
evaluate dealers, but simply to present
useful and interesting information about
sources of tools.
Most of us acquired the beginnings of our collection
at flea markets, tailgate sales and country auctions. We
tend to regard the quest for bargains as one of the
attractions of the game. There comes a time, as the
collection grows, that new acquisitions through these
avenues become less frequent. We are fussier about
the quality we will accept, and finding items that we do
not have becomes rare. The national tool auction then
becomes our hunting ground.
As the collecting of tools matures into a recognized
and respected activity, we will see changes in the
marketplace. Even the international auctions are
finding consignments of the highest quality tools hard
to come by. The time is ripe for a new breed of dealer,
one who can develop sources of supply for the rarest
and finest tools, and provide a mechanism for finding
new homes for them.
Martin J. Donnelly is in the forefront of this
movement. He seems to be constantly on the road, and
his trademark hat is visible whenever the bidding at
auctions reaches new highs. His presentation of tools
at national events (and he is at all of them) is always
impressive. He always has a mouth-watering display at
our picnics.
Some of his prices make old-timers gulp, but this is
the future of the trade. Tool prices have a long way to
go before they reach the upper levels now enjoyed by
baseball cards, comic books, and other (to me) less
important collectibles. Serious collectors will seek the
highest levels of quality and rarity as investment
opportunities, and I think that their prices that they are
willing to pay will eventually reach levels that make
Martin's look like bargains. I wish I could figure out
how long this will take!
An innovator in many respects, Donnelly was among
the first to recognize that early machinist's tools can be
highly attractive, and helped the development of this
neglected area of collecting.
Martin's latest ( 1994) catalog is a feast of rare and
fine tools. If you are prepared to pay for quality, you
can reach him at 31 Rumsey Street, P.O. Box 281,
Bath, NY 14810 or at (800) 869-0695.
Jack Whelan
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It's A Wrench continued
by Mary Alice Kingsbury
The more ingenious and therefore
more
intriguing
wrenches (especially
Figure 1. Wedge wrench
for the neophyte) are
those that adjust.
One of the earliest types had a moveable jaw that slid up
and down the shaft and was simply held in place by a
wedge (Fig. 1). These were often made by blacksmiths
and used by mill-wrights and mechanics.

Figure 2. Wrenches with racks

The first adjustable wrench patent (1832) was for a
rack wrench. It had a series of notches along the shaft to
accomodate a spring-powered brake that kept the
moveable jaw in place. Later wrenches with racks had a
worm adjusting screw which operated in the rack and was
located in the movable jaw. Both screw-type nut wrenches
(with a rack on either back or front of the shaft) and
adjustable crescent-type wrenches (with a rack on the
moving jaw) work this way.

Figure 3. Wrenches with threaded shank.

Another early wrench had the whole shank threaded as
a screw, encircled by a nut to control the movable jaw.
Often the jaw had two sides for both nut and pipe usage
(Fig. 3). Double function wrenches are not uncommon.
There can be an extra jaw that slides up and down to
change the opening, or the wrench may be double ended
with the slanted jaw and teeth of a pipe wrench on one end
and parallel jaws for use with nuts on the other. The small
two-ended nut and pipe wrenches are highly prized.

4
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Figure 4. Twisted-handle & knife-handled wrenches

Monkey wrench is probably the most common name
for a nut type adjustable wrench. It has come to designate
a general category of wrenches with a sliding jaw parallel
to the fixed jaw at the end of the shaft, adjusted by a screw
with a knurled nut. The handle can be steel---solid or
twisted---or wood with a knife handle or a center screw
capped with a nut on the end (Fig. 4). This type of wrench
was produced in great numbers by various companies in
the late nineteenth century and early this century. They
were made in sizes from 3" to 24" or longer and with a
variety of inscriptions designating maker, location and
patent date or number.
Besides their prevalence in the world of wrenches,
monkey wrenches have acquired a reputation for being
knuckle busters. As explained in the U.S. Navy book,
TOOLS AND THEIR USES, this is the result of improper
usage. They are not built for hard-to-tum objects.
Choosing the correct size of wrench, fitting it snugly
around the nut with the nut all the way into the throat and
then exerting the force toward the side with the adjustable
jaw will prevent the jaw from springing and the wrench
slipping. These guidelines also apply to adjustable
crescent wrenches.
The Stillson pipe wrench
(Fig. 5) may at first glance
resemble the monkey wrench.
However, it not only has
teeth, but the upper jaw is the
one that is movable, adjusting
the opening and pivoting to
grip the pipe.
Figure 5. Stillson
pipe wrench
Other unusual pipe
wrenches include those with
straps or chains instead of jaws. These were produced in
many sizes and with various means of securing the strap or
chain (Fig.6a). Another interesting type of pipe wrench
had a wheel as a lower jaw that rolled up and down the
shaft (Fig.6b). There were also many patents for self
adjusting pipe wrenches with a pivoting head and a sliding
jaw operating by means of a hidden cam (or off center
wheel). Some even grasp by means of squeezing an added

lever with the action of tongs
(Fig.6c).
Pipe wrenches of the
Alligator type (Fig. 7), also
sometimes named Crocodile or
even Shark, can be openended
with many variations of shape,
siz.e, and inscription. A collector may concentrate on just
one shape and size accumulating all the variations he can
find.
One illustration in
Schultz's ANTIQUE AND
b
UNUSUAL
WRENCHES
shows 31 identically shaped
alligator wrenches in a collection.
There is a category of
wrenches that seem at first
glance to defy anyone to operc
ate them. With no obvious or
visible moving part they may Figure 6. Other unusual
be adjusted by a hidden repipe wrenches
lease. Closely related to these
are the quick-adjusting wrenches that work by means of
springs, gears, or ratchets.

Figure 7. Alligator wrenches
Several inventors have replaced the wrench handle
with a brace. The one illustrated by the patent drawing
below (Fig. 8) was manufactured in Newark by Peter
Lowentraut according to Alex Farnham's EARLY TOOLS
OF NEW JERSEY, p. 53 (where there is a photograph of
one).
This review is far from
complete.
An enormous
amount of inventive energy
has been expended over more
than a century and a half to
make a better wrench. With
so many versions and varia- Figure 8. Wrench-brace
tions, the collector has endless possibilities to pursue. If variety is truly the spice of
life, and there is an unending variety of them, it is
inconceivable how anyone could get bored with wrenches!

ILLUSTRATIONS
Numbers 2 through 8 are the actual Patent Drawings taken
from WRENCHES AND PA TENTS, VOLS. I & 2. Permission was granted for their inclusion by Don Shockley's family
(he died suddenly on February 3, 1994).
(1) Sketch by the author.
(2a) :#576,093 patented Feb. 2, 1897,
inventor, C. W. Cutter.
(2b) #575,592, Jan. 19, 1897, P.B. Canfield.
(3a) #94,085, Aug. 24, 1869, AB. Davis.
(3b) #280,099, Jun. 26, 1883, J.J. Tower.
(4a) #273,170, Feb. 27, 1883, F.H. Seymour.
(4b) #465,347, Dec. 15, 1891, L. Coes.
(5) #95,744, Oct. 12, 1869, D.C. Stillson.
(6a) #594,563, Nov. 30, 1897, RA Ryrie.
(6b) #594,775, Nov. 30, 1897, J. Browning.
(6c) #63,689, Apr. 9, 1867, R Bain.
(7a) #280,793, Jul. 10, 1883, AW. Case.
(7b) #464,192, Dec. 1, 1891, H.K. Carpenter.
(8) # 530,419, Dec. 4, 1894, S.J. Johnston.
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Birmingham (England) Carpenter Rules
with unit and total price tables
by Al Hodge
In the summer of 1992, I purchased a 2 foot-single
fold rule with a Gunter's slide-- made by the firm of R.
Bakewell, Birmingham. Ken Roberts gives a span of 1719
to 1825 for R. Bakewell. The sketch below shows a table
covering most of one side of one leg of this rule. I counted
307 individual numbers and letters in this table (all
hand-struck) plus the lining. Most of the numbers are
1/16" high in 3/32" boxes. That they are in good legible
condition to this day is quite a testimony to the quality of
the wood, the workmanship, and the coloring and finish.
A very similar rule with such a table is shown in the 1892
Rabone catalog.
A little arithmetic shows that in both of
these Birmingham rules the first column is a
unit price in pence and farthings, and the next
three columns are a total price in pounds,
shillings and pence for 50 units. This is in the
old system of 12 pence to the shilling, and 20
shillings to the pound. The next question is -what is the unit?

D
(-.y

The hundred weight is an elusive quantity, varying by
era, place and commodity; the most frequently encountered
values being either 112 or 120 pounds. On limited
evidence the 120 pound value seems probable in the era of
the proclamation. (Josselyn's 163 8 list of tools calls for
"one hundred weight of spikes ------, 120 to the
hundred.") Calculation of the data given above tends to
strengthen this conclusion: 20 hundredweight x 120
pounds per hundredweight divided by 50 cubic feet per
load, yields a density of 48 pounds per cubic feet. This
would appear close enough to the density of green oak
(although slightly low for American oak).

L

/ 15'

0

I

0

/ 17 I
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If the unit was 50 board feet it would be a

I had little hope of finding out why 50 cubic
feet of timber constituted a load. But, with
perfect timing, the Fall 1992 issue of the Fine
Tool Journal reprinted a section on the wheelwright-- from Whitlock, The Complete Book of
Trades, London 1837. It included the followmg:
In 1629, Charles I issued a proclamation
commanding more attention to one by the
late King James, for the preservation of the
public roads of England, whereby 'no
common carrier, or other person whatsoever, shall travel with any waine (wagon),
cart or carriage with more than two wheels,

nor more than the weight of twenty
hundred; nor shall draw any such carriage
with above five horses at once.
6
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very small amount for a carpenter to consider.
However, 50 cubic feet is a more rational
quantity, and is supported by evidence from an
1845 edition of Hoppus's Practical Measurer.
It states that "a load of squared timber is 50
feet, a load of 1 inch plank is 600 square feet",
and so on down to " a load of 4 inch plank is
150 square feet." In each case the load calculates to 50 cubic feet.
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The use of green wood by house carpenters of the 17th century is illustrated by a
passage from Moxon's Mechanick Exercises,
London 1680. He states that generally the
first order of business for a house carpenter
was to get out the floor boards and set them to
season under cover, before proceeding to the
framing work. Based upon this it is not
unreasonable to have the timber standard
calculated from green wood.

<"

To summarize: a royal proclamation of
the early 17th century, intended for the
preservation of the public roads created a
commercial standard for the sale of timber.
This standard endured long after the roads
improved, for the Whitlock book of 1837
makes it clear that the roads at that time could
withstand wagons carrying 12 to 16 tons.
This timber standard was reflected in auxiliary
tables on carpenter's rules up to the end of the
19th century. In the case of the two Birmingham rules discussed above, they did not feel
that the users needed any explanation of the
columns. It wasn't until the 1909 Preston
catalog that the columns were shown with
explanatory headings. This is only one
example of a tool that remained in existence
long after part or all of it became obsolete.

Early New Jersey Toolmakers - A Continuing Search
by Alex Farnham
Rare Plane Marked J. Parker
Searching for information concerning toolmakers
working within the state of New Jersey during the
nineteenth century has become increasingly difficult and
time consuming. Libraries are now less willing to give
unlimited access to their historical material than they were
eighteen years ago when I started doing research for my
books and articles on New Jersey tools. One must now fill
out innumerable forms and then wait for the books, maps,
etc. to be brought to the researcher. I experienced this
during eight hours spent looking for information about the
maker of a 7 ¾" long smoothing plane marked J.
PARKER I NEWARK, N.J.; see Figure 1.
The only mention of Joseph Parker that I could find
was in Pierson's Directory of the City of Newark for 1850.
In that year he was listed as making planes at 27 Broad
Street. Since he was not listed at any other time, before or
after, his planemaking in Newark was probably confined
to no more than one year. Also it would appear that if
Parker made planes during any other period, it was as a
bench hand working for another planemaker in some other
city than Newark.
The double iron in the smoothing plane was made by
Dwight's French & Co. in Seymour, Connecticut in the
mid-1800s. The plane, which is here pictured, may
possibly be the only one of Parker's making still in
existence. It was found at the Lambertville fleamarket by
Hampton Williams who, knowing of my interest in New
Jersey tools, was kind enough to let me have it for my
collection. Reproduced is part of page 188 of the 1850
directory on which Joseph Parker is listed. A few lines
below Parker's name is that of Charles Parkhurst who in
1850 was listed as a hat-block turner located at 55 Court
Street, not far from where Parker made his planes. In the
first Newark directory, published in 1835 by Benjamin
Thompson Pierson, Charles Parkhurst was listed as a
planemaker.

Figure 1
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Page 188 of the 1850 Pierson's Directory of the
City of Newark on which Joseph Parker is listed
as a planemaker at 27 Broad Street. Charles
Parkhurst is listed as hat block turner.
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Parkin J~hn S. \Y. " o. 5 Park Place
Parkin;Pn Joseph L. p1inter 13 Fair
Parr t'.:iza, 19 <:e ,lar
Parr '.lld,,Ja, 19 Cedar
Parran E·l><ard,sh.,emaker3SI Railroad .\.-e. c. Parkhural

Parri,'i E.iza G. w1d,,w uf Rer. Daniel 10 I Plane
Parrot J obn, trunk maaer 46 South Canal
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Flea Marketing for Fun and Profit
by Ernest W. Possien
Don't be fooled by the title. This is an article about the
other side of flea marketing -- the selling side. Not too many
collectors are flea market dealers. Some do sell at flea
markets on occasion, but very few are there most every
weekend. The weekly dealer has a different incentive than
the occasional seller. He's there not just to get rid of some
auction mistakes, or to sell off the lower grade pieces in his
collection, or even to finally transfer all that junk in the
garage into hard cash. No, the every week dealer does it for
two reasons: fun and profit.
The fun part wears a little thin from time to time, but if
you don't let the public get to you, it's generally enjoyable.
The biggest reason that most dealers are out there in all
seasons is pretty simple -- profit. If you're retired, or want
to moonlight on the job, you'll add to your income while
running your own business. In many cases you will do better
than you expect, particularly if you are lucky.
To start your venture, it's important to select what type
of merchandise you want to sell. I don't mean right down to
the individual pieces; just pick the categories that you prefer.
Most women like glassware, ceramics, household items,
artwork etc.; while most men go for wooden items,
sportswear, tools, etc. However, it's hard to pass up a real
bargain even if it is outside your field of interest.
Garage sales are probably the best source for "finds",
and you can generally get enough stuff if you stay with it
most of the day. Unlike the collector, the flea market dealer
has a wide variety of things to buy. With some dealers it's,
"anything I can make a buck on." I do best specializing in
tools, both user and collector types.

,r

REVEREN~n

Auctions are good if you pick the right ones. The
smaller "country-style" sales usually have a great many box
lots that go for little money. Sometimes you can almost fill
up your wagon or van from one sale. And while you are
there, you'll almost always get one or two good "sleepers"
that will make your day. If you can fix things - or even just
clean them up, you will always get bargains at auctions.
Where you generally fare the best is when sellers come
to you wanting to unload some items that they no longer
want. In most cases the pieces belonged to a relative, and
they are looking for a one-price-takes-it-all deal. Usually,
everyone walks away happy from this sale.
A few suggestions that might help you get started:
1) Lay your pieces out in groups according to use.
2) Don't mix antiques with repros. or new items. Keep them in
separate sections of your table.
3) Try to tag most of your pieces. Although this is a point of
argument between dealers, most feel the customer is more
comfortable being able to see the price.
4) Be prepared to bargain. Just about every buyer at a flea
market expects it to some degree.
5) Sometimes it pays to reduce an item by crossing out the old
price on the tag. But don't be surprised if the customer asks
for a discount even on your reduced price.

The details of whether you need tables, tarps, change,
beach umbrella, water or coffee jug, etc. all will come out in
your first try. Working together, even with perfect strangers,
and making new friends is fun, and many times exciting.
You may find that you really like it, even if you only do it a
few times a season. If nothing else, you'll get to know what
it takes to be on the dealer side of the table.

F~~~~kl~~ SHIPPEY

lttff)

Fred Shippey's career as an ordained minister started in 1938, after graduating from Syracuse and Yale. He later received his
doctorate from Northwestern and did post-doctoral work at the University of Paris.
·
He joined the faculty of Drew Univ. in 1950 and in 1953 became a full-time professor of the sociology of religion. With students
working in research labs, he studied more than 1OQ cities in order to help churches in those cities with changing populations. He retired
from teaching in 197 5, but continued to speak at conferences and remained active in the Madison Kiwanis and the Historical Society.
He was one of the original dozen that started CRAFTS, and as Program Chairman provided a steady stream of meeting speakers
for many years. Being a prolific writer (his wife Melda has enough of his books and papers to start her own library), Fred was one of
the best contributors to the early TOOL SHED. Most of his articles were about the function of tools, as he worked in wood shops as
a young man. He demonstrated his skills on numerous occasions to CRAFT audiences.
Everyone has a specialty in collecting, and Fred was no exception. His was wooden molding planes with spring marks. I think
he started the scholarly research into these marks, which were puzzling to most people at first, but were later completely resolved.
Through the years I bought and sold tools with Fred and always felt "right" when we were done. Bargaining, as in the classic
parking lot sales, was rare with him, but it never seemed to be needed. It was if you were dealing with someone on a higher plane.
Fred Shippey exemplified the true spirit of contributing, and left his mark on more CRAFTSMEN than just this writer.
Herb Kean
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The Planemaker's Float

An Easy-to-Make Tool
by Donald Kahn
As collectors of antique tools, we know that planemakers' floats are very hard to find. Most early planemakers
made their own from soft-steel or worn out files. They were
rarely tempered and needed sharpening after the making of
two or three planes. With this constant sharpening, they
wore out quickly and were discarded, leaving very few to be
passed down to collectors.
A float is a rasp-like tool having a series of sharp
parallel cutting teeth. It is made in two basic shapes: an
edge-float and a flat-sided float (see Figure 1). Edge floats
have teeth on the edge and are fairly thin (1/a 11 to ¼11 ). They
resemble fat saw blades and are used to clean out the narrow
wedge slots on bench planes. They are also used to cut
wedge slots in molding planes. Flat-sided floats have teeth
on the flat side and are much wider (¾ 11 to 1 ¼11 ) than
edge-floats. They taper from the rear to a point at the front
tip of the tool. These floats are used to remove the waste
stock and create a smooth, flat bed for the iron.
These tools are very easy to make. All you need is a
piece of soft tool steel or a worn-out file. If you use an old
file, you first must anneal or soften it. Once this is done,
coat the blank with machinist's layout fluid or a black
magic-marker. Using a sharp scriber, scratch out the shape
you want. Make it about 611 or 7" long and add 1 ¼11 to 1 ½11
for a tang. For an edge-float, use steel 1/a II to ¼ 11 thick and
lay out the teeth on the edge about 3/16 11 apart, using a
trysquare to keep the teeth parallel.
For the flat-sided float, use a blank 3/16 11 thick by the
width you want. Use the trysquare and lay out the teeth
about 3/16 11 apart.
Now, using a triangular mill file (the same file you use
to sharpen your hand saws), cut the teeth, starting from front
to back Follow the layout for the teeth you just made. Keep
the rear edge of each tooth vertical and cut down so each
tooth is the same height. It's very important to keep the teeth
the same height for smooth cutting action. Next and last,
shape the tang and add a nice handle, to complete the float.
If you're making wooden planes, use your floats and see
how much easier it now is to accurately cut the iron beds and
wedge slots. If you don't make wood planes, these
reproduction floats will make a fine addition to your
collection!

Figure 1. Two basic shapes

Figure 2. A set of homemade planemakers floats
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Plowing Through, From Wood to Metal
by Robert Fridlington
Ralph Waldo Emerson is supposed to have said
that if a man makes a better mousetrap the world will
beat a path to his door. This might hold true for
mousetraps, though I doubt it, but it certainly doesn't
apply to tools or to the implements men and women
work with. I sometimes suspect that tool collecting is
really an attempt to lessen deep-seated feelings of
guilt for discarding the tools of our ancestors.
I have recently been poking around in the history
of agriculture, and I have been impressed again by the
contrariness of people and by their flat-out refusal to
adopt something that is demonstrably better than what
they are used to. The plow is a case in point. No, not
a plow plane! A plow that is used on a farm. Now I
know that plows are not major items of interest for
CRAFTS members (anyone out there collect plows?),
but since the last issue of the EAIA Chronicle
reported on a plowing demonstration, I thought
maybe they were gaining in popularity, and they do
illustrate what I am talking about.
Eighteenth-century plows were primitive affairs,
generally made with crude, wrought-iron shares,
wooden landsides, and wooden moldboards. Easily
broken and incredibly clumsy, they required two men
to handle them and three or four horses or oxen to
pull them. Working like this, two men could plow
about an acre of ground in a day.
In 1797 Charles Newbold of Burlington County,
NJ, received the first American patent for a cast iron
plow, which had share, landside, and moldboard cast
together in one piece. Did the world beat a path to
old Charlie's door? Absolutely not. Farmers didn't
need new-fangled inventions. What was good enough
for their fathers was good enough for them. Besides,
everyone knew "iron poisoned the soil." Newbold
spent a small fortune trying to generate some
enthusiasm for his plow, but it flopped.
THE CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUE TOOLS, 1994 Edition
NOW SHIPPING! The Biggest and Best Antique Tool Catalogue
Ever. Ask anybody. Only $12.00, postpaid. SPECIAL BONUS:
Receive The Catalogue of Antique Tools plus 3 high-quality catalog
reprints: Hammacher-Schlemmer Piano & Violin Maker's Tools (92
pp., ca. 1890); The Standard Tool Company, (72 pp., ca. 1899); and
Double Claw Hammer Rhyme and Reason, (16 pp., ca. 1905). All
four publications for only $20, postpaid! Don't delay; Order Today!
Send check or money order to Martin J. Donnelly Antique Tools,
PO Box 281, Bath NY 14810-0281. Questions? Call (800) 869-0695.
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Just ten years later another Burlington County
man, David Peacock, improved on Newbold's work
and patented an iron plow cast in three pieces, and he
later made some other improvements. Peacock
figured he would meet the world half way, so he
licensed the use of his patents to manufacturers, and
they actually managed to sell some Peacock plows.
But the buyers were not wildly enthusiastic.
Other people were now getting in on the great
plow race. In 1819 Jethro Wood of New York
patented a sturdy new plow with interchangeable iron
parts. And back in New Jersey, Edwin A. Stevens
(who later founded Stevens Institute of Technology),
John Deats (a Stockton blacksmith), and "Professor"
James J. Mapes (who was half scientist, half
charlatan), all developed iron plows with new
features. Using these new plows, one man with a
team of horses or a single yoke of oxen could plow an
acre and a half or more in a day. Some of the plows
sold, some sold well; but none of them displaced the
old wooden varieties.
Finally, as population moved west, the sticky soils
and bluestem-grass prairies of Illinois and Iowa
demanded a new type of plow. John Deere responded
in 183 7 with an all-steel plow that marked the final
blow to the all-wood types. But it was a slow death
-agonizingly slow. Not until mid-century were iron
and steel plows in general use. And even then,
die-hards hung on for several more decades. As late
as 1880, more than eighty years after Newbold's
patent, it was not uncommon to find farmers using
wooden plows.
Does the slow change over from wood to metal
plows compare with changes in other tools? I think it
does. Just consider how long it took woodworkers to
accept the metallic plane!

FROSTY HOLLOW TOOL MUSEUM
On display are numerous wrenches, both fixed & adjustable
types. Also tools furnished with household appliances, farm
implements, & with early cars; collections of Keen Kutter
tools, Heller "Horse" tools, Planet Jr wrenches, anvils, bench
& hand vises, come-along and barbed wire tools, miniature
animals and bears, including many bear belt buckles.
Open by appointment only. Contact Dr. Frank W. Kingsbury,
14 Anthony Rd, Glen Gardner NJ 08826. Call 908 832-7440.

Plane Restoration
In restoration work one of the nastiest things to work with is
rot. It sometimes becomes so frustrating that the repair just can't
be made. In recent years, I've taken this as a challenge, and
devised all kinds of techniques to try to lick the problem. In most
cases, the standard methods do work, but every now and then you
must become a little creative.
Small rot areas can most often be "solidified" with commercial
two part marine epoxies such as GIT-ROT or other brands. If
there is no break in the surface to apply these fillers, then they can
be shot into the rot area via drill holes and a hypodermic type
needle very much like the ones used to introduce glue under
existing veneer. The problem with this is that if you apply it
wrong, or the configuration is hidden from view and not as you
anticipated, then you have a mess to remove when it fails.
Sometimes it's not worth the gamble and you are better off going
directly to the "cut-away" method.
This technique is exactly what it sounds like: the affected area
is literally cut-away and new matching wood put in its place.
Woodworkers have been doing this for quite some time, as I have
found tools from the 18th century with "dutchmen" that look like
they were put in hundreds of years ago. Needless to say, you have
to be a real woodworker to put a clean dutchman in a rot area and
have it look good But more problemsome than that is the fear that
when you start to clean out the affected area it just keeps growing.
Here's where the frustration sets in. After you have almost half of
the entire piece cut away and there is still not much solid wood
showing up, you realize that you have just blown the project. At
this point hindsight is terrific, "Why didn't I just leave it alone?"
Well there is another way, one that isn't as drastic as
"cut-away" and actually is easier. Most rot is under the surface,
and a thin layer of solid wood generally covers the punky area.
When this is the case you can try the "layback" technique. Slit the
rot area with the grain and layback the pieces that cover the area.
If you are careful (and lucky) you will have two solid pieces that
will later come back into their original positions; see Figure I.
Lay aside the "cover" pieces and dig out the rot. This may end
up quite surprising. As in Figure 2, a spot that originally seemed
no bigger than a thumbnail turned out to be 2 ¼" by 2 ¼" by%"
deep! Care m~ be taken not to disturb any outer surface area, or
a gap will occur when you replace the cover pieces. If you're not
as lucky as I was, you may have to cut extra cover pieces to get at
areas you never dreamed were rotten. At any rate, it's all "do-able"
if you have the patience.
Now you can fill with just about any epoxy that is not too
viscous, as you need it to flow into all the nooks and crannies. The
marine epoxies are probably best here, because they have a
penetrating capillary-flow action. Before the epoxy sets, you must
put the cover pieces back in place. You will probably find that
you have too much epoxy and some will have to be squeezed out
with the cover pieces. If you do it right, it is hard to tell what
happened; see Figure 3.

Figure 1. Rot area slit logitudinally,
and external pieces bent back exposing rot.

Figure 2. External pieces removed and saved.
Rot removed (over 1" down in pocket and %" deep);
overall rot area: 2 ¼" x 2 ¼" x %".
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Figure 3. Epoxy filled and external pieces
put back in place.

I'm sure the majority reaction of anyone reading this article is,
"Is he kidding?" I know I just described a lot of work without a
good probability of complete success. But, aren't you tired of
making excuses for rotted crown molders or ending up practically
giving them away?
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TELLUS WHATSIT------

WILLY

EJ

EJ

STEEL INSERTS PIVOT
ON SCREWS

SCREWS
ADJUST
INSERT
SPACING

FROM MAX RICHARDSON

JlJJ

Letter Received

I was interested in your article [Some Intriguing Rules, by
Max Richardson] in the February, 1994 issue of The Tool Shed.
Henry Glassie, folklorist and vernacular architectural historian, has
identified a unit of measurement used by 18th- and early 19thcentury folk builders in the farmhouses of middle Virginia that
resembles the markers in your article. The unit in question is
equal to one yard, with sub-units equal to one-half of the whole.
In other words, if you were to take a yard stick and fold it in half,
the crease would mark the next sub-unit. Folded again, the crease
would mark yet another sub-unit, and so on. These units were
used to determine the dimensions of everything from the height of
the ceiling to the size of the door.
I have identified a similar unit of measurement in rural New
Jersey farmhouses and suspect it is a universal system of
proportion employed by folk builders everywhere. Although your
marker is slightly less than one yard, the system of measurement
is clearly the same. This may suggest a further avenue of inquiry.
Although I have observed the system employed in extant
buildings, I have never seen it in a tool before, and I am therefore
very interested to learn more about the set, where it came from,
and its approximate age.
Philip A. Hayden, Curator of Collections
New Jersey Historical Society, Newark, NJ
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CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that
is primarily related to the exchange of tools or information . Each
additional line ( over 5) is $1. Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251
Hillside Ave., Chatham, NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 635-7939).
All ads accepted on a space permitting basis. Please print/type.

WANTED
Movable wedge lower jaw for 8" SARGENT BROS NIHAN PIPEWRENCH
Pat. Sept. 4, 1900 (Schulz #587) or poor wrench with good lower jaw.
Howard Price, lb 61 Connelly Road, New Milford, CT 06776.
w 203 354-9983.
STANLEY HANDYMAN tools, brochures, advertising literature or anything
else related to this line of tools.
Bill Hermanek, lb31 Wildwood La.,
Smithtown, NY 11787. w 516 360-1216.

FOR SALE
ALLIGATOR WRENCH, 5½" stamped "ROEBLING TRENTON, N.J.
ALLIGATOR PAT." Pictured in April 1988 Too/Shed. Ethelle Fountain,
lb P.O. Box 650, Westhampton Beach, NY 11978. w 516 288-2279.
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
Jo Beach has closed her shop in Lahaska.
She has two lots to sell at greatly reduced prices:
LOT #1 "WOOD"- 19 pcs.$200
Israel White plow (arms N.G.), Cook Pat. level, J. Bell jack,
(2) groove planes, (5) beads, "B" plane, plank plane,
H & R, DeValcourt hollow, Stanley level, tool box, etc.
LOT #2 "IRON" -- 25 pcs.$200
Pumpkin cutter, broad ax, poll adze, ice ax, "B" plane, leather cutter,
(3) turnscrews, (3) buttrisses, blacksmiths' brace, Pat. quick release
clamps, dibble, H/F chopper, early ax, pick, wrenches, etc., etc.
w CALL HERB KEAN 201 993-8374.
MEET THE CRAFTSMAN, THE ENDANGERED SPECIES
BUY-SELL-TRADE Antique & Users Tools at the LAMBERTVILLE
ANTIQUE MARKET, Tables #56 Sundays. Joseph Janiszewski.
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